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1 Spe i ations
This ontroller is targeted at high bandwidth appli ations su h as live video pro essing.
It is designed to drive 32-bit DDR SDRAM memory (whi h an be physi ally made up of two
16-bit hips).
The memory ontents are a essed through a 64-bit FML (Fast Memory Link) bus with a burst
length of 4. FML is a burst-oriented bus designed to ease the design of DRAM ontrollers. Its
signaling resembles WISHBONE, but basi ally removes all orner ases with burst modes to
save on logi resour es and aspirin.
HPDMC provides high exibility and savings on hardware by implementing a bypass mode whi h
gives the CPU low-level a ess to the SDRAM ommand interfa e (address pins, bank address
pins, and CKE, CS, WE, CAS and RAS). The SDRAM initialization sequen e is assigned to the
CPU, whi h should use this mode to implement it. Timing parameters are also ongurable at
runtime. These ontrol interfa es are a essed on a 32-bit CSR bus, separate from the data bus.
The CSR bus is a proprietary bus designed for Milkymist that helps redu e the FPGA resour e
usage and avoid failed timing paths on the system bus.
Due to the use of IDDR, ODDR and IDELAY primitives, HPDMC urrently only supports the
Virtex-4 FPGAs.
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2 Ar hite ture

Figure 1: Blo k diagram of the HPDMC ar hite ture.
2.1

Control interfa e

The ontrol interfa e provides a register bank on a low-speed dedi ated CSR bus, whi h is used
to ontrol the operating mode of the ore, set timings, and initialize the SDRAM.
The interfa e an a ess dire tly the SDRAM address and ommand bus in the so- alled bypass
mode. In this mode, the memory ontroller is disabled and the CPU an ontrol ea h pin of the
SDRAM ontrol bus through the bypass register.
This mode should be used at system boot-up to perform the SDRAM initialization sequen e.
HPDMC does not provide a hardware state ma hine that does su h initialization.
The mapped registers are the following (addresses are in bytes to mat h the addresses seen by
the CPU when the CSR bus is bridged to Wishbone) :
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2.1.1 System register, oset 0x00
Bits

A ess Default Des ription
RW

1

1

RW

1

2

RW

0

31  3



0

0

Bypass mode enable. Setting this bit transfers ontrol of the
SDRAM ommand and address bus from HPDMC to the system CPU. This bit should be set during the SDRAM initialization sequen e and leared during normal memory a ess.
Reset. This bit should be leared during normal operation and
set while re onguring the memory subsystem.
CKE ontrol. This bit dire tly drives the CKE pin of the
SDRAM and should be always set ex ept during the rst
stage of the initialization sequen e. The ore does not support SDRAM power-down modes, so learing this bit during
normal operation results in undened behaviour.
Reserved.

2.1.2 Bypass register, oset 0x04
The bypass register gives the system CPU low-level a ess to the SDRAM. It must be used
at system power-up to initialize the SDRAM, as the ontroller does not provide this initialization. Su h software initialization of the SDRAM provides greater exibility and saves valuable
hardware resour es.
Writing on e to this register issues one transa tion to the SDRAM ommand bus, ie. the values
written to the CS, WE, RAS and CAS bits are only taken into a ount for one lo k y le, and
then the signals go ba k to their default ina tive state.
The values written to this register have an ee t on the SDRAM only if the ontroller is put in
bypass mode using the system register.

Bits

A ess Default Des ription
W

0

1
2
3
16  4
18  17

W
W
W
RW
RW

0
0
0
0
0

31  19



0

0

CS ontrol. Setting this bit a tivates the CS line of the
SDRAM during the ommand transa tion that results from
writing to the bypass register. As the SDRAM ontrol bus is
a tive low, setting this bit a tually puts a '0' logi level to the
CS line.
WE ontrol (same as above).
CAS ontrol (same as above).
RAS ontrol (same as above).
Address. Denes the urrent state of the address pins.
Bank address. Denes the urrent state of the bank address
pins.
Reserved.

NB. When this register is written, the address pins
the

hange syn hronously at the same time as

ommand pins, so there is no need to pre-position the address bits before issuing a

Commands like loading the mode register

ommand.

an therefore be performed with a single write to this

register.
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2.1.3 Timing register, oset 0x08
This register allows the CPU to tune the behaviour of HPDMC so that it meets SDRAM timing
requirements while avoiding unne essary wait y les.
The ontroller must be held in reset using the system register when the timing register is modied.

Bits

A ess Default Des ription
RW

2

53

RW

2

6
17  7

RW
RW

0
740

21  18

RW

8

23  22

RW

1

31  24



0

20

Number of lo k y les the s heduler must wait following a
Pre harge ommand. Usually referred to as tRP in SDRAM
datasheets.
Number of lo k y les the s heduler must wait following an
A tivate ommand. Usually referred to as tRCD in SDRAM
datasheets.
CAS laten y : 0 = CL2, 1 = CL3. CL2.5 is not supported.
Autorefresh period, in lo k y les. This is the time between
ea h Auto Refresh ommand that is issued to the SDRAM,
not the delay between two onse utive refreshes of a parti ular row. Usually referred to as tREF I in SDRAM datasheets,
whi h is often 7.8µs (64ms is an improbable value for this
eld).
Number of lo k y les the ontroller must wait following
an Auto Refresh ommand. Usually referred to as tRF C in
SDRAM datasheets.
Number of lo k y les the ontroller must wait following the
last data sent to the SDRAM during a write. Usually referred
to as tW R in SDRAM datasheets.
Reserved.

NB. The default values are example only, and must be adapted to your parti ular setup.

2.1.4 Delay register, oset 0x0C
This register ontrols the amount of delay that is introdu ed on the data lines when reading
from memory. It dire tly ontrols the IDELAY elements that are inserted between the pins and
the IDDR registers.
Writing on e to the register toggles the IDELAY ontrol signals on e, that is to say, the signals
will be a tive for one lo k y le and then go ba k to their default zero state.
This register also ontrols the amount of phase shift that is introdu ed between the system lo k
and DQS (typi ally 90 degrees). HPDMC provides three signals, dqs_psen, dqs_psin de and
dqs_psdone that should be onne ted to the DCM used to generate the DQS lo k whi h is
ontrolled by this register.
The enable and in rementation bits work the same as for IDELAY. They should only be used
when the ready bit (5) is set.
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Bits A ess Default Des ription
0
1

W
W

0
0

2

W

0

3

W

0

4

W

0

5

R

0

76

R

0

318



0

Resets delay to 0. If this bit is set, the others are ignored.
In rements or de rements delay by one tap (typi ally 78ps). If
the bit 2 is set at the same time this bit is written, the tap delay
is in remented. Otherwise, it is de remented.
Sele ts between in rementation and de rementation of the input
tap delay.
In rements or de rements the phase shift on DQS. If the bit 4
is set at the same time this bit is written, the phase shift is
in remented. Otherwise, it is de remented. The phase shift is
typi ally between -255 and 255 and is expressed in 1/256ths of
the lo k period.
Sele ts between in rementation and de rementation of the DQS
phase shift.
When this bit is set, the DCM used to generate DQS is ready
for phase shift.
Retreives the values of the pll_stat inputs of the ore. These
inputs are internally double-lat hed so that they an dire tly
a ept asyn hronous signals. They are intended to monitor the
lo k status of the DCMs used to generate the SDRAM and DQS
lo ks.
Reserved.

This register an be written to at any time.
2.2

SDRAM management unit

The SDRAM management unit is a state ma hine whi h ontrols sequentially the SDRAM
address and ommand bus. Unless the ore is in bypass mode, the management unit has full
ontrol over the SDRAM bus.
This unit is responsible for pre harging banks, a tivating rows, periodi ally refreshing the
DRAM, and sending read and write ommands to the SDRAM.
It has inputs onne ted to the ontrol interfa e registers to retreive the tRP , tRCD , tREF I and
tRF C timing values, as well as the row idle time.
It handles read and write requests through a port made up of four elements :

• a strobe input
• a write enable input (whi h tells if the ommand to send to the SDRAM should be a read
or a write)
• an address input
• an a knowledgement output
The proto ol used on these signals is lose to the one employed in Wishbone. The strobe signal
indi ates when a new ommand should be ompleted, and remains asserted (with other signals
kept onstant) until the a knowledgement signal is asserted. At the next lo k y le, a new
ommand should be presented, or the strobe signal should be de-asserted.
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In HPDMC, those signals are driven by the bus interfa e.
The management unit also signals the data path when it has sent a read or a write ommand
into the SDRAM. The signal is asserted exa tly at the same time as the ommand is asserted.
It re eives read_safe, write_safe and pre harge_safe signals from the data path, whose
meanings are explained below.
2.3

Data path

ontroller

The data path ontroller is responsible for :

• de iding the dire tion of the DQ and DQS pins
• delaying read, write and pre harge ommands from the management unit that would reate
oni ts
The delaying of the ommands is a heived through the use of three signals :

• read_safe : when this signal is asserted, it is safe to send a Read ommand to the SDRAM.
This is used to prevent oni ts on the data bus : this signal is asserted when, taking into
a ount the CAS laten y and the burst length, the resulting burst would not overlap the
urrently running one.
• write_safe : same thing, for the Write ommand.
•

on erned_bank[3..0℄ : when the management unit issues a Read or Write ommand,
it must inform the data path ontroller about the bank whi h the transfer takes pla e in,
using this one-hot en oded signal.

• pre harge_safe[3..0℄ : when a bit in this signal is asserted, it is safe to pre harge the
orresponding bank. The management unit must use this signal so as not to pre harge a
bank interrupting a read burst or ausing a write-to-pre harge violation.
The data path ontroller is also onne ted to the ontrol interfa e, to retreive tW R and the CAS
laten y.
2.4

Data path

Data is aptured from or sent to the SDRAM using IDDR and ODDR primitives, in order to limit
timing nightmares with ISE.
When writing to the DDRAM, the ODDR primitive puts out data syn hronously to the rising
and falling edges of the system lo k. This was hosen to ease timing between the FML (whi h
is lo ked by the system lo k) and the I/O elements without introdu ing additional laten y
y les. The data should therefore be strobed by DQS after a short time following ea h system
lo k edge. A delay orresponding to a 90 degrees phase shift gives the best margins, and an
be ontrolled using the delay register.
When reading from the DDRAM, the IDDR element is also lo ked by the system lo k for the
same reason. The data must therefore be delayed by typi ally one quarter of the lo k y le so
that it be omes enter-aligned with the system lo k edges. IDELAY primitives are used for this
purpose. DQS lines are not used for reading.
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ODDR, IDDR and IDELAY are only supported on Virtex-4 FPGAs, but have equivalents in other
families.
2.5

Bus interfa e

The bus interfa e is responsible for sending ommands to the SDRAM management unit a ording to the request oming from the FML, and a knowledging bus y les at the appropriate
time.

3 Using the ore
3.1

Conne ting

The dierential lo k going to the SDRAM hips should be generated using a dedi ated FPGA
lo king resour e, su h as a DCM. It is bad pra ti e to simply add an inverter on the negative
lo k line, as the inverter will also add a delay.
This DCM an also introdu e a 90 degree delay on the lo k and the resulting signal be used to
generate DQS by onne ting it to the dqs_ lk input of the HPDMC top-level.
HPDMC uses IDELAY elements internally, but does not in lude the required IDELAYCTRL primitive. You must instantiate an IDELAYCTRL in your design, generate the 200MHz referen e lo k
and onne t it to the IDELAYCTRL through a BUFG. The other signals of IDELAYCTRL an be left
unused.
3.2

Programming

When the system is powered up, HPDMC omes up in bypass mode and the SDRAM initialization sequen e should be performed from then, by ontrolling the pins at a low level using the
bypass register.
The SDRAM must be programmed to use a xed burst length of 81 , and a CAS laten y of 2
(preferred) or 3. CAS laten y 2.5 is not supported.
HPDMC's timing registers may also have to be reprogrammed to mat h the memory hip's
parameters. If a DIMM is used, it is possible to read those parameters from the serial presen e
dete t (SPD) EEPROM and program HPDMC a ordingly.
On e the SDRAM is initialized and the timing registers are programmed, the ontroller an be
brought up by learing the bypass and reset bits from the system register.
You may also need to tune the data apture delay. Reset the tap ount to 0 by writing bit 0
to the delay register, then in rement the delay to the desired value by repeatedly writing bits 1
and 2 simultaneously.
The DQS phase shift may also be adjusted. The pro edure is the same, ex ept that the delay
annot be reset and that the ready bit should be set when writing the enable and in rementation
bits. The memory is now ready to be a essed over the FML interfa e.
1

It might seem surprising that the burst length of the SDRAM and FML are not the same. This is be ause

DDR SDRAM

ounts the words on both

the SDRAM side

lo k edges. Here, a burst of 8 32-bit words sent at double data rate on

orresponds to a burst of 4 64-bit words at single data rate on the FML side.
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Copyright 2007-2009 Sébastien Bourdeaudu q.
Permission is granted to opy, distribute and/or modify this do ument under the terms of the
GNU Free Do umentation Li ense, Version 1.3; with no Invariant Se tions, no Front-Cover
Texts, and no Ba k-Cover Texts. A opy of the li ense is in luded in the LICENSE.FDL le at
the root of the Milkymist sour e distribution.
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